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Conspiracy and Triumph BRILL
Public theologians are already thundering
like prophets at climate change and racial
injustice. But the gale force winds of
natural science blow through society as
well. The public theologian should be on
storm watch.
Songlines of the Soul Routledge
The expectation of an end to time and the
yearning for a millennial paradise have
been recurring themes in Western
religious thought. But when we speak of
expectation of the world's end we are
mindful of the fact that generation after
generation of millenarians have been
disappointed. Their endtime hopes and
prophecies have not come true. What
happens, one might ask, when prophecies
fail? Does failure spell the end of the
very movements that embrace such
expectations? The aim of this anthology
is to gather together in one volume the
essential research from the fields of
sociology and psychology that seeks to
answer this intriguing question as first
raised by Festinger in his 1956 work,
When Prophecy Fails. Cross-cultural and
comparative, this collection chronicles
forty years of research into failed
prophecy and response to the attending
cognitive dissonance it produces that is at
once timely and informative.
The Kingdom of the Occult BoD – Books on
Demand
This is a comprehensive account of the
religious dimensions of the UFO/flying saucer
experience.
Unveiling Empire Rowman
Altamira
In this comprehensive and
interdisciplinary volume,
former NASA Chief Historian
Steven Dick reflects on the
exploration of space,
astrobiology and its
implications, cosmic evolution,
astronomical institutions,
discovering and classifying the

cosmos, and the philosophy of
astronomy. The unifying theme
of the book is the connection
between cosmos and culture, or
what Carl Sagan many years ago
called the “cosmic connection.”
As both an astronomer and
historian of science, Dr. Dick
has been both a witness to and
a participant in many of the
astronomical events of the last
half century. This collection
of papers presents his
reflections over the last forty
years in a way accessible to
historians, philosophers, and
scientists alike. From the
search for alien life to
ongoing space exploration
efforts, readers will find this
volume full of engaging topics
relevant to science, society,
and our collective future on
planet Earth and beyond.

Western Esotericism: A Guide for the
Perplexed Routledge
Science challenges faith to seek fuller
understanding, and faith challenges science to
be socially and ethically responsible. This book
begins with faith in God the Creator of the
world, and then expands our understanding of
creation in light of Big Bang cosmology and
new discoveries in physics. Examining the
expanding frontier of genetic research, Ted
Peters draws out implications for theological
understandings of human nature and human
freedom. Issues discussed include:
methodology in science and theology;
eschatology in cosmology and theology;
freedom and responsibility in evolution and
theology; and genetic determinism, genetic
engineering, and cloning in relation to
freedom, the comodification of human life, and
equitable distribution of the fruits of genetic
technology. The dialogue model of relationship
between science and religion, proposed in this
book, provides a common ground for the
disparate voices among theologians, scientists,
and world religions. This common ground has
the potential to breathe new life into current
debates about the world in which we live,
move, and have our being.
Millennium, Messiahs, and Mayhem Chelsea
Green Publishing
Western esotericism has been a pervasive presence

in Western culture from late antiquity to the present
day, but until recently it was largely ignored by
scholars and surrounded by misconceptions and
prejudice. This accessible guide provides readers
with the basic knowledge and tools that will allow
them to find their way in this bewildering but
fascinating field. What is it that unites phenomena
as diverse as ancient gnosticism and hermetism, the
"occult sciences" of astrology, alchemy, and magic,
rosicrucianism, as well as Christian theosophy,
occultism, spiritualism, and the contemporary New
Age spiritualities? What can the study of them
teach us about our common cultural and
intellectual heritage, and what is it that makes them
relevant to contemporary concerns? How do we
distinguish reliable historical knowledge from
legends and fictions about esoteric traditions?
These and many other questions are answered
clearly and succinctly, so that the reader can find
his way into the labyrinth of Western esotericism
and out of it again.
Handbook of the Theosophical Current
Rutgers University Press
Wojcik (English, folklore, U. of Oregon)
sheds new light on America's fascination
with worldly destruction and
transformation, exploring the origins of
contemporary apocalyptic beliefs and
comparing religious and secular apocalyptic
speculation. He examines vision of the
Virgin Mary, the transformation of
apocalyptic prophecy in the post-Cold War
era, and apocalyptic ideas associated with
UFOs and extraterrestrials. Includes bandw
illustrations and photos. Educational and
creepy for general readers. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland,
OR
Astrophilosophy, Exotheology, and Cosmic
Religion Bloomsbury Publishing
Conspiracies have always been part of
American culture, but with the rise of social
media has come an increase in belief in
nontraditional explanations of events. This
book highlights a subset of conspiratorial
beliefs that grew in popularity in the early
21st century. These beliefs and the growing
cynicism of the media have left conspiracy
theorists with deep distrust of those in
authority. A number of theories that have
arisen over the years are explored. From
QAnon beliefs regarding the United States
government to UFO reports and other
hidden agendas, it is clear that we continue
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to challenge old ways of thinking.
Not in His Image BRILL
What happens when prophecies fail?
Timothy Jenkins' re-reading of Leon
Festinger's classic work on "cognitive
dissonance" seeks to answer this question
by studying a 50s doomsday group. This
volume explores the relations between
anthropology and psychology, and between
social scientific and natural scientific
accounts of human behavior.
Science and Nonbelief Springer Nature
Astrotheology: Science and Theology Meet
Extraterrestrial Life looks at both ends of
the telescope: the unfathomable reaches of
cosmic space and the excited stirrings
within the human psyche. It takes a scientist
to explain what we are looking at. It takes a
theologian to understand who is doing the
looking. This book's scientific authors
update readers on astrobiology's search for
extraterrestrial life. Theologians add to the
science a theological analysis of the place of
space in understanding God's creative
work, the prospects of sharing God's
creation with extraterrestrial neighbors,
and the question of whether one or many
incarnations are required for cosmic
redemption. Finally, these scholars lay the
foundations for an ethic of space
exploration. This book introduces a
comprehensive astrotheology with an
accompanying astroethic.
Aliens Adored Springer
The Oxford Handbook of New Religious
Movements both covers the current state of
the field and breaks new ground. Its
contributors, drawn form both sociology
and religious studies, are leading figures in
the study of NRMs.
Extraterrestrial Intelligence Psychology
Press
The twentieth century saw an
unprecedented spike in the study of altered
states of consciousness. New ASCs, such as
those associated with LSD and psilocybin
mushrooms, were cultivated and studied,
while older ASCs were given new
classifications: out-of-body experiences,
near-death experiences, psychokinesis,
extrasensory perception. Altered
Consciousness in the Twentieth Century
analyses these different approaches and
methodologies, and includes exciting new
research into neglected areas. This volume
investigates the representation of ASCs in
the culture of the twentieth century and
examines the theoretical models that
attempt to explain them. The international
contributors critically examine a variety of
ASCs, including precognition, near-death
experiences, telepathy, New Age

‘channelling’, contact with aliens and
UFOs, the use of alcohol and entheogens,
analysing both the impact of ASCs on the
culture and how cultural and technological
changes influenced ASCs. The contributors
are drawn from the fields of English and
American literature, religious studies,
Western esotericism, film studies, sociology
and history of art, and bring to bear on
ASCs their own disciplinary and conceptual
perspectives, as well as a broader
interdisciplinary knowledge of the subject.
The collection represents a vital
contribution to the growing body of work
on both ASCs and the wider academic
engagement with millennialism, entheogens,
occulture and the paranormal.
Encyclopedia of Religion and Society Routledge
This book examines the process philosophies of
Whitehead and others against current discussions
of astrobiology, extraterrestrial life, and their
engagement by theological and religious systems.
The Voice of Public Theology Routledge
Occasioned by reflections on the 50th
anniversary of the publication of Festinger et
al.'s When Prophecy Fails, this book examines
social scientific prophecy research in the
second half of the twentieth century, with
particular attention to the question of the
dynamics that inspired people to engage
actively in such end-time activities.
Altered Consciousness in the Twentieth Century
State University of New York Press
Exploring the fascinating world of dreams, this
comprehensive reference examines more than 250
dream-related topics, from art to history to science,
including how factors such as self-healing, ESP,
literature, religion, sex, cognition and memory,
and medical conditions can all have an effect on
dreams. Dream symbolism and interpretation is
examined in historical, cultural, and psychological
detail, while a dictionary�updated with 1,000
symbols and explanations�offers further insights.
Dreaming about teeth, for instance, can indicate
control issues, and dreaming of a zoo can indicate
that the dreamer needs to tidy up some situation.
Examining these concepts and more, this is the
ultimate dreamer's companion.
Dark Skies Visible Ink Press
New Age, Neopagan, and New Religious
Movements is the most extensive study to
date of modern American alternative
spiritual currents. Hugh B. Urban covers a
range of emerging religions from the mid-
nineteenth century to the present, including
the Nation of Islam, Mormonism,
Scientology, ISKCON, Wicca, the Church
of Satan, Peoples Temple, and the Branch
Davidians. This essential text engages
students by addressing major theoretical
and methodological issues in the study of
new religions and is organized to guide
students in their learning. Each chapter
focuses on one important issue involving a
particular faith group, providing readers
with examples that illustrate larger issues in

the study of religion and American culture.
Urban addresses such questions as, Why has
there been such a tremendous proliferation
of new spiritual forms in the past 150 years,
even as our society has become increasingly
rational, scientific, technological, and
secular? Why has the United States become
the heartland for the explosion of new
religious movements? How do we deal with
complex legal debates, such as the use of
peyote by the Native American Church or
the practice of plural marriage by some
Mormon communities? And how do we
navigate issues of religious freedom and
privacy in an age of religious violence,
terrorism, and government surveillance?
Expecting Armageddon Thomas Nelson
Discusses eight new religious movements
throughout the world including the Baha'i
faith, the New Kadampa Tradition and
Raelians.
Unveiling Empire BRILL
As the first true social history of New Age culture,
this presents an unrivalled overview of the diverse
varieties of New Age belief and practise from the
1930s to the present day.
Seeking the Light Orbis Books
This title represents pioneering research into
an important but under-researched current.
The three sections in the book are devoted to
the Theosophical Society, Theosophically
influenced religious currents, and the
interaction between Theosophy and
surrounding culture.
Astrotheology BRILL
Researcher and expert in nontraditional religions
James R. Lewis explores the Movement of
Spiritual Inner Awareness (MSIA) from the inside
out. His comprehensive study looks at MSIA under
a microscope, examining the religious and spiritual
heritage of MSIA, and presenting the truth about
this so-called controversial movement. His
conclusions are enlightening and informative,
interesting not only in the context of MSIA, but in
relation to our politics, our culture, and our
response to alternative religious movements.
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